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Abstract: 
 

Kenyalang, also known as Rhinoceros Hornbill in English and Enggang Badak in Bahasa 
Melayu, is the state bird of Sarawak. However, many Malaysians including Sarawakians are 
confused between Kenyalang and other hornbill species. Therefore, this study observes how 
knowledge sharing via social media by schoolchildren can educate the communities to know 
about Kenyalang. Students, teachers from five schools as well as parents were involved in 
creating a short video about Kenyalang. The video was uploaded into the the Kenyalang Lab 
YouTube Channel, and made it public for many people to watch, learn and share using other 
social media platforms. Data such as number of views, likes, shares as well as comments were 
collected within one week. Selected respondents were interviewed virtually via Zoom, or the 
respondents recorded their interviewed videos and sent via Telegram, WhatsApp and e-mail. 
The video received good responses from viewers, teachers, students and parents. It is also 
suitable for public whom want to know more about Kenyalang. By continuously adding 
informative and interesting videos, the Kenyalang YouTube Channel can be accepted as an 
educational channel for locals and people outside of Sarawak who want to know more about 
birds of Sarawak.  
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Introduction 

Why do so many indigenous cultures place so much cultural and religious significance on 
avifauna? Probably the natural qualities and abilities of birds made them ideal candidates to be 
deified as gods. Birds have the ability to fly and soar high above the treetops, over natural and 
man made barriers, disappear for long periods of time on mysterious migratory routes and 
produce sounds which to human ears are hard to mimic. The distinct sound that each bird 
species produce therefore play an important role in augury, especially amongst the Dayaks of 
Borneo (Figure 1). John James Audubon, an renown American ornithologist, said that “when 
an individual [bird] is seen gliding through the woods and close to the observer, it passes like 
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a thought … trying to see it again the eye searches in vain; the bird is gone.” The Kenyalang is 
a sacred bird to the Dayaks of Sarawak, particularly the Ibans and figures prominently in Orang 
Ulu tattoos and carvings.  

 

Figure 1: Orang Ulu “The Tree of Life” mural at the Sarawak Museum (Old building). The 
Kenyalang figures prominently at the top of the Tree of Life. Pipiens, R. (Photographer). 

(2009, September 1st ). Orang Ulu' Tree of Life in Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia 

 [digitalimage].  https://www.flickr.com/photos/87453322@N00/3877832454 

Kenyalang refers to the Rhinoceros Hornbill (Buceros rhinoceros) (Smythies, 1999), is an 
official bird state of Sarawak. The bird is one of the largest hornbill species in Asia, measuring 
from 90 to 110 cm long. The bird species lives in tropical rainforests in Borneo, Java, Sumatra, 
Singapore, Peninsular Malaysia and southern part of Thailand (Birdlife International, 2021). 
The global population of this bird species is decreasing; hence the hornbill species is listed as 
vulnerable on the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN). In Sarawak, the bird 
species is categorized as one of the totally protected animal species (Sarawak Government 
Gazette, 1998).  



Kenyalang has a yellow-reddish, large rhino-shaped casque on its yellow creamy, upper bill. 
The upper and under-wings as well as its neck and breast are in black, while its tummy is white. 
The tail feathers of this bird are in black and white. The male Kenyalang has orange-reddish 
eye-rings while the female has white eye-rings. This bird species is monogamous and pairs for 
life (Birdlife International, 2021; Smythies, 1999). They have a unique nesting strategy. A pair 
of Kenyalang nests in a natural cavity in a tree, where the female seals herself in for 80-90 days 
with an egg, and later the chick. During that period, the male feeds them through a small hole 
in the nest. When the young chick is about 45 days old after hatching, the female leaves the 
nest. Both parents then reseal the nest with mud leaving the chick inside safely. The parents 
feed the young chick through a small hole nest, until it reaches 80 days old.  

As the mascot bird of Sarawak, all Sarawakians should be able to recognize the Kenyalang as 
the Rhinoceros Hornbill. As the mascot bird or a Coat of Arms of Sarawak, all Sarawakians 
should be able to recognize the Kenyalang as the Rhinoceros Hornbill. A Coat of Arms is like 
a flag, a symbol. Symbols such as flags, emblems and coat of arms like other examples of 
group symbols (football club emblems, political symbols, company logos etc) are intangible 
representations of perceived group membership. If we were to examine a nations’ flag for 
example, the stitched pieces of cloth are not only the representations or the symbol that 
represents the country but also its ideals, values, history and memories, which are strongly 
related to that nation. Such is the power of the symbolism of a flag that it invokes a feeling of 
pride when one’s fellow citizen were to win the highest achievement like a Gold medal in the 
Olympic Games, or a sense of deep shame if the flag was associated with negative events 
like. For example if a member of the country’s armed forces were to be involved in war 
crimes in a conflict zone. Before the existence of the modern state system, there also exists 
some semblance of what later would be called a national attachment or a sense of loyalty 
towards the tribe, a powerful chieftains and kingdoms. Having a symbol or flag to rally to, 
probably fulfils a basic human desire to feel as part of a large family, for being alienated is a 
psychologically terrifying. 

However, present scenario shows that many Sarawakians are still confused and linked 
Kenyalang with Great Hornbill, all hornbill species in Malaysia or toucan species from South 
America (Gawin & Dit, 2021). Misidentification of Kenyalang with other bird species are 
rampant in mass and social media. For example, a school exercise for Primary one (elementary 
level) schoolchildren extracted from the internet (Figure 2) showed the Great Hornbill (Buceros 
bicornis) as the Kenyalang.  



 

Figure 2: A schoolteacher mistook the Great Hornbill as the Kenyalang. 

The main objective of this project was to observe how knowledge sharing via social media by 
schoolchildren could educate the communities to know more about Kenyalang. The knowledge 
include biological and cultural-historical perspectives. Besides, through this project, students 
were exposed to the experiences of collaborating with their teachers (and schools) and 
professional researchers from local universities in Sarawak.  

Materials and methodology 

Pre-video production 

Six schools (SK Tringgus, Bau; SJK Chung Hua Buso, Bau; SM Tunku Putra, Kuching; SK 
Kampung Bakong/ Terus Dalat, Mukah; SK Nanga Gerenjang, Saratok; SK Ba Kelalan, 
Lawas) were selected for this project. Students were selected based on their short essay writing, 
pictorial essay and art assignments. Their teachers were in-charge to give assignments to them. 
Due to the Covid-19 Pandemic, the assignments were given via social media platforms, such 
as WhatsApp, Telegram and any compatible platforms.  Students’ responses in rural areas were 
lukewarm due to limitations in electronic devices and internet connectivity, in comparison with 
SM Tunku Putra, whereby 75% students responded.  

After checking the students’ assignments, 4 students from SK Kampung Bakong/ Terus, 3 
students from SM Tunku Putra, 3 from SK Tringgus Bau, 2 from SK Ba Kelalan, and 1 each 
from SK Nanga Gerenjang and SJK Chung Hua Buso were selected to be a part of a short video 
production.  

Video production 

The video production took about 3 weeks to be completed. A script was written beforehand 
and checked by a Bahasa Melayu teacher from SM Tunku Putra. The script was given to all 
five teachers and sent to the students’ parents or students themselves via the social media 
platforms. The teachers would guide parents to train their children to act, to read while the 
parents would do the recording using smartphones. Only teachers from SM Tunku Putra 
directly trained their own students.  

After obtaining all videos from all the selected schoolchildren from their teachers, the next step 
would be audio and video editing. Audacity version 2.4.2 (Audacity Team, 2021) and 



Wondershare Filmora version 7.8.9 (Wondershare, 2021)  were used for the audio and video 
editing process. An 11 minutes and 30 second long video was produced. It was divided into 
few parts: 1). Introduction of Kenyalang; 2) Kenyalang and its conservation status in Sarawak; 
3) Kenyalang external features; 4) Kenyalang and its other names; 5) Kenyalang and its roles 
in Dayak communities in Sarawak; and 6) Kenyalang as the Sarawak’s coat of arms. The whole 
recording and editing processes took 3 weeks to be done. The video entitled as “Kenyalang” 
was published in the Kenyalang Lab YouTube Channel (Figure 3). The video link was shared 
in Facebook page and other social media platforms such as WhatsApp or Telegram.  

 

Figure 3: The QR code of the “Kenyalang” video. The video link 
https://youtu.be/gMAtgomayrw.  

Post video production 

Data such as number of views, likes, age etc were gathered from the video analytics, starting 
from 23th July to 29th July 2021. All data would be analysed in Excel (Microsoft Corporation, 
2018). Any comments from the Kenyalang Lab YouTube Channel, Facebook page as well as 
in WhatsApp were also gathered. In addition, a few teachers, students and members of the 
public were selected for interview sessions. Their knowledge about the Kenyalang and opinions 
after watching the You Tube video were also gathered.  

Findings and Discussion 

Schoolchildren and Kenyalang 

It was believed that children from developing countries are usually more knowledgeable about nature 
and acquired better ecological understanding than children from developed countries (Patrick & 
Tunnicliffe, 2011). However, the assertion did not parallel with the results in this project which revealed 
that less 1% of the 51 participated schoolchildren, only know “Kenyalang is the state bird of Sarawak” 
(n=4), “Kenyalang is the Rhinoceros Hornbill” (n=5) and “Kenyalang is the Rhinoceros Hornbill and 
the state bird of Sarawak” (n=2). By analyzing answers from the students, majority of them extracted 
the knowledge from the internet. The issue here is if they extracted information from the wrong 
websites, pages or posts in the social media such as Facebook, they would end up holding the false 
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beliefs. It is believed that the schoolchildrens’ limited knowledge on Kenyalang could be due to a 
general ornithoapatheia (i.e. to passion to know further of certain items) observed in adults, whom 
children trusted to acquire knowledge (Pam et al., 2018). Acquiring false knowledge can be avoided if 
adults who hold strong and true knowledge of Kenyalang can guide them. 

Kenyalang Lab YouTube Channel  

Within a week, 668 viewers from Malaysia have watched the “Kenyalang” video via the Kenyalang 
Lab’s You Tube channel. Not subscribed viewers who do not have YouTube account (n=662) watched 
more than subscribed viewers who have YouTube account (n=46). By looking at the Figure 4, the 
highest number of viewers (n=350) was recorded on the Day 1, and the number of viewers decreased 
to Day 2 and increased a bit again on Day 4, and finally less than 5 viewers on day 6 and 7. It is 
interesting also, to note that 64.05% from the 668 viewers are female, and 35.95% are males; and 
78.26% viewers are from 35 to 44 years old and 21.54% are from 45 to 54 years old. In addition, 
majority of the viewers used mobile phone (n=612) to watch the video, followed by computer (n=52) 
and finally TV (n=4). During the whole one week, 15 subscribers subscribed the Kenyalang Lab.   

 

Figure 4: Number of viewers for every day within one week.  

The total number of 668 viewers is still small probably because the video was promoted amongst a 
small circle of friends and family members of students, teachers and people who were involved in this 
video production. A few of them shared the video in their own personal Facebook account. In addition, 
the Kenyalang Lab’s You Tube is still a new channel, which was created on 21st July 2021 with the 
conjunction of the Sarawak Independence Day. The increment number of viewers and subscribers will 
take times parallel with the increment number of new, interactive and informative videos about 
Kenyalang and other Bornean bird species in Sarawak. This is a normal process for any You Tube 
content creators. It takes a certain period to gain more viewers, subscribers and fans. For examples, at 
the time this article was wrote, Cornell Lab of Ornithology (Link: https://tinyurl.com/mxdj2a56) that 
was establish in June 2, 2008, with has garnered 101M viewers and 387K subscribers. Another example 
is the famous science channel, AsapSCIENCE (Link: https://tinyurl.com/zkycb9er) that was established 
in May 2012, with only 374 videos, the channel managed to attract 1.5 viewers with 9.72 subscribers. 
Using these two channels as examples, the Kenyalang Lab probably can reach many viewers within and 
outside of Sarawak, by keep uploading interesting and likable videos.  
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YouTube as a sharing platform  

YouTube.com that was founded by Chad Hurley, Steve Chen and Jawed Karim in 2005, is the world’s 
most famous video-sharing platform where people can share music, knowledge, news etc  (Chowdhury, 
2019; Wattenhofer et al., 2012). The Kenyalang Lab You Tube is an educational channel that focuses 
on educating and giving knowledge about birds in Sarawak to the locals and people outside of Sarawak. 
Academicians, researchers, graduate and undergraduate students can use this video-platform to 
introduce their researches and share educational contents about birds of Sarawak to communities 
outside of universities. Indirectly, it is another way for universities to engage with the communities 
using social media.  

Making and distributing videos in You Tube can help introduce researchers to locals and the world. By 
adding first-person narratives, reshaping science-news information to be more understandable by non-
experts, and the videos are readily available to any viewers, the researchers can reach people who are 
interested in science but cannot read original manuscripts in a journal for few reasons (Smith, 2018). In 
fact,  one of the reasons is the usage of jargon scientific languages, which put off non-experts or “lay 
audiences” to be interested to read any scientific papers even though they were made public (Smith, 
2018). In this project, the “Kenyalang” video was produced together with schoolchildren and their 
teachers. Information about this hornbill species which retrieved from few sources (Bird Life 
International, 2018; Birdlife International, 2021; Freeman, 1961; King, 1977; Kitamura et al., 2011; 
Sarawak Goverment, 2021; Sarawak Government Gazette, 1998; Smythies, 1999) were reconstructed 
to be more understandable and easily accepted by schoolchildren as well as public. The whole processes 
in producing the video content have creating a partnership between universities and public communities.  

The outcomes from this partnership positively received from the teachers, students and parents who 
involved in the production. Few of them stated that their knowledge on Kenyalang have increased 
before participating this project. They only knew one or three information about Kenyalang, and 
majority only know “Kenyalang is the bird state of Sarawak”. After watching the video, they acquired 
more information about Kenyalang. For example, a student from SM Tunku Putra who participated in 
the video production mentioned, “My knowledge about Kenyalang increases…’ Besides, one of the 
teachers said “I feel this video is suitable for students to watch, especially for primary and secondary 
schoolchildren…. the dialog is in Malay language and the video also includes English subtitle, hence 
viewers can choose to listen or read in order to know more about Kenyalang. I’m not bored to watch 
the video, as the schoolchildren themselves tell what Kenyalang is” Based on these two opinions, the 
video was considered suitable to be watched by students and teachers to learn about Kenyalang.   

Students who did not participate in the video production also shared the same opinions. They agreed 
the video did educate them to know more about Kenyalang. One of the students stated, “I was thought 
Kenyalang is a herbivore, but after watching the video, I get to know Kenyalang likes to eat animals 
(small animals) like snakes and frogs. Also I get to know Kenyalang is a scared bird for Iban and Orang 
Ulu community in the past.” Another student also mentioned, “I learn many things about the bird.” The 
interviews did include a parent and other viewers, and their opinions are similar to the students. The 
parent mentioned, “The video tells us the history of the bird, especially Kenyalang, from beginning till 
the end.” Kulleh Grasi represents one of the public members and a poet writer of Tell Me Kenyalang 
expressed, “I feel this initiative shall be supported and continued on in giving accurate information 
about this species, so that we are called to look after their habitat….and this video is suitable to for 
public.” In addition, the video received comments from few viewers, and they commented “Very nice. 
Good job. Loves the involvements of the children. So refreshing. Keep up the good work.” and “Very 
nice. Good for MP (syllabus) Science in my district.”  

Based on the positive reviews or comments from participants and viewers, the “Kenyalang” video did 
create positive impacts to the local communities. In this digital era, teaching and learning had drastically 
changed from a passive into a more interactive form. By using multimedia in the process of teaching 



and learning, this integration created an interactive culture on the internet (Jenkins, 2006). In other 
words, a social link can be created between people who have never met face to face via social media 
platforms. Through this project also, students, teachers and parents as well as the researcher formally 
and informally; this included skills in technology and content creation. In addition, technologies have 
changed the way researchers and educators distribute or share their knowledge. With You Tube and 
other social media platforms, many people can access the knowledge instantly regardless where they 
are (Wattenhofer et al., 2012).  

Conclusion 

Many schoolchildren, teachers and parents have accepted the video of “Kenyalang”. The collaboration 
between teachers, schoolchildren and researchers in creating educational contents shall be continued 
on, since it gives benefits to local communities. By constantly adding informative and interactive 
educational videos on birds in Sarawak, the number of viewers and subscribers will be increased. 
Eventually the Kenyalang Lab YouTube will gain its reputation as a channel viewed and subscribed by 
many people inside and outside of Malaysia. In addition, this study involved only a small number of 
participants. Hence, further study on children’s knowledge and perceptions of birds in Sarawak shall be 
conducted in order to understanding factors for them to have limited knowledge of Sarawak birds. 
Besides, it will be interesting how much children in rural areas know about birds compared to the 
children in urban areas.  
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